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Medical Group Officer Goes To Jail: Kickback Arrangement
An incredibly tangled web of deceit, some alleged and some the subject of a guilty plea,
involving kickbacks and other diversions, serves as an important lesson to the owners of
medical groups and other healthcare entities.
The Story
Although the complete details are far too complicated for this short article, Mr. Vic
Wadhwa was employed as the CFO of a Maryland pain medicine group, Advanced Pain
Management Services, LLC, and its related entities, working in concert with the
practice’s, and its related entities’, nonphysician CEO, Muhammad Khan.
The CEO informed Wadhwa that a toxicology lab had offered a kickback for each
sample referred. Wadhwa, the CEO and others at Advanced Pain negotiated with the
lab and agreed to split the lab’s net profit on the referred samples.
Millions of dollars of toxicology billing passed through the kickbackpaying lab, of which
more than $500,000 was received from federal health care programs including
Medicare. Almost $1.5 million in kickbacks were paid. Wadhwa received more than
$450,000, the CEO received more than $400,000 and other practice personnel received
the balance.
Wadha was charged with violation of the federal AntiKickback Statute (“AKS”) which
makes it a crime to solicit or receive any form of remuneration in return for ordering,
arranging for, or recommending the ordering of any service for which payment may be
made by a federal health care program.
Wadhwa entered into a plea bargain in which he can be sentenced to up to 5 years in
prison and a $250,000 fine, plus forfeiture of his illegal gains. Based on the fact that he
was to have been sentenced this past April, but that sentencing has been continued,
one can assume that he’ll be testifying against his coconspirators at their trials.
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In addition to the criminal action, Wadhwa, Muhammad Khan, and a number of other
individuals alleged to be coconspirators were sued by Advanced Pain for the damage
caused to the practice.
In addition to allegations centering on the facts underlying the kickback arrangement
that was the subject of the criminal complaint against Wadhwa, Advanced Pain alleges
that Wadhwa, Khan, and their coconspirators engaged in a complex scheme using
multiple shell entities, including a lab company, several management services entities,
and a medical supply entity, to skim multiple streams of profit from the medical practice
and its related entities. The case proceeds toward trial.
The Practical Takeaways For You
This sad story provides you with three very important lessons:
1. The civil suit against Wadhwa was filed prior to the initiation of the criminal case.
Matters involving violation of the AKS can start as civil matters other than False Claims
Act complaints and then lead to criminal charges. Of course, the opposite is true as well:
matters that start as criminal can lead to civil lawsuits by the damaged parties.
https://vw101.infusionsoft.app/app/hostedEmail/480950/5ebbc698780592b3
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2. Receiving cash kickbacks is a clear violation of the AKS. But so too are more
sophisticated schemes involving the capture of discounts from referralreceiving
providers, often a hallmark of socalled Company Model schemes.
3. Although sophisticated medical practices and other healthcare businesses operating
at multiple sites and, as is the case with Advanced Pain, through multiple related
entities, require equally sophisticated nonphysician staff, the owners of those entities,
from their boards of directors to their physician officers, must remain diligent and in the
loop. It’s clear that the physician owners of Advanced Pain had no idea what Wadhwa
and his coconspirators were up to. It’s also clear that that was the case because they
relied completely on Wadhwa and Khan to run the business. Stay in the loop and use
outside counsel and other experts to monitor your business’, and its employees’,
activities.
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All Things Personal
I read an article about whether hospitals should have dress codes.
Some of those interviewed thought that in order to broaden the pool of prospective
employees, dress codes should be ditched or wildly liberalized.
But looking inward to what your employees want, is looking entirely in the wrong
direction, at least in connection with employees who come into contact with customers.
In that context, the issue is what your customers or patients or clients or whatever you
call them like to see, and what image you are trying to present to them.
In one of my recent Success in Motion videos, How to Put Your Finger on The Scale of
Patient Satisfaction, I mentioned a study that was done by marketers of chiropractic
practices which found that wearing street clothes drove moderate patient satisfaction,
but if the chiropractor put on a white lab coat or, even better, also put a stethoscope
around his or her neck, patient satisfaction skyrocketed.
It’s time that you stop being all PC and turn to being focused on profit and patient
satisfaction, which are, if you haven’t noticed, becoming linked.
If your employees don’t like it, get new ones.
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